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who uses adobe director * multimedia authors: easily create and publish
interactive cd-rom discs, kiosks, and rich internet applications. realize the

greatest return on your creativity with cross-platform authoring and
playback. * game developers: develop engaging experiences with native

2d/3d rendering and enhanced built-in physics with ageia physx technology.
* elearning application authors: engage learners by adding new dimensions
to your training and simulation applications adobe director is the premiere
online solution for your interactive media needs. with adobe director, you
have the power to create any type of online interactive experience from

games, simulations, presentations, and more. if you want to deliver a
compelling online experience in flash, html, or even 3d graphics, adobe
director is your best choice. adobe director has been the premier online

solution for interactive media needs. adobe director is the premiere online
solution for your interactive media needs. with adobe director, you have the

power to create any type of online interactive experience from games,
simulations, presentations, and more. if you want to deliver a compelling

online experience in flash, html, or even 3d graphics, adobe director is your
best choice. adobe director is the premiere online solution for your

interactive media needs. with adobe director, you have the power to create
any type of online interactive experience from games, simulations,
presentations, and more. if you want to deliver a compelling online

experience in flash, html, or even 3d graphics, adobe director is your best
choice.
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A modular, linked-up,
Common Client (CC)
-based application

suite has been given a
big push recently at
Adobe, with many

applications getting
package upgrades. The
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add-ons, which are
known as plug-ins, are
generally designed to
plug into a particular

Adobe software
package, such as

Photoshop or Acrobat
X. Plug-ins may either

be third party
extensions (in the case

of Adobe Media
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Encoder, for instance)
or Adobe-developed
applications (as in
Adobe InDesign,
Illustrator, and

Dreamweaver), such as
the Acrobat Connector

that can be used to
communicate with a

company's web-based
Application
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Programming
Interfaces (APIs) for

better file access and
viewing functions. As a
result, you might think
that any programs that

become obsolete or
redundant with a new

release won't exist
anymore. Plug-ins are
used by most of the
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Adobe applications in
the Creative Suite. This

is a pretty large and
continuing investment
for Adobe, so it only

makes sense that they
would want to make it

as easy and convenient
as possible for users to

purchase and install
updates to their
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respective products.
This is not to mention
the value of the plug-
ins themselves. Not
only do they give
Adobe a way to

enhance their product
in a more user-friendly
way and allow users to
perform common tasks
from a program they
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already use, but in
other cases the plug-

ins are the actual
reason that a user is

using a product in the
first place. An example
is media encoding. In
the past, the best way
to encode files was to

use a third-party
application, but Adobe
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has made a plug-in
that does it all in-

house, saving a user a
lot of time and hassle.
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